
Attack of Opportunity
from target

Damage dealt?
Grapple failed.

If you have several attcks,
you may try again.

no

yes

Grab.
Make touch attack.

hit?
no

Hold.
Make opposed grapple check

(free action).

yes

Success?
On a tie, the higher grapple check
modifier wins. On a tie, roll again.

no

Deal unarmed strike damage.
The target and you
are now grappling.

Move in into target's space.
Provokes AoOs from opponents

except target.
If you can't move, you must let go.

yes

No threatened squares.
No Dexterity bonus against

opponents you aren't grappling.
No movement.

Joining a grapple:
Start with hold attempt. 

Grapple check:
Base attack bonus + 
Strength modifier + 

size modifier
Subsequent grapple checks are at

lower  attack bonus (?)

Size Modifier:
Colossal +16

Gargantuan +12
Huge +8
Large +4

Medium +0
Small -4
Tiny -8

Diminutive -12
Fine -16

Starting a grapple



Activate magic item
(except spell-completion)

Attack opponent with primary attack
-4 penalty on attack
- unarmed strike
- natural weapon
- one light weapon

Escape from grapple
with Escape Artist check 

Retrieve spell component
or easily reachable item (optional)

full-round action:

standard action:

move action:

attack "action":

Escape from pin
As escaping from grapple
but still grappling afterwards

Trip opponent (optional)
no initial touch attack
you and opponent fall prone

Toss your foe (optional)
make Strength check
5 feet for every 5 points above 5

Disarm
+4 bonus for opponent

Break another's pin
Break another's hold (optional)

Pin your opponent (for 1 round)
optionally prevent from speaking
takes -4 on AC against others

Escape from grapple
Beat all opposing grapple checks
then move into unoccupied space

Use opponent's light weapon
with successful grapple check
and attack roll (at -4)

damage opponent
deals unarmed, nonlethal damage
-4 on check for lethal damage
monks may deal more damage

Move grapple
+4 if opponent pinned

Cast a spell
casting time no more 
than 1 standard action
no somatic components
material components in hand
no "precise and careful action"
Concentration DC 20 + spell level

Use spell-like ability
Use supernatural ability?
Use extraordinary ability?

possible if pinned

only possible if pinning

possible if pinning

requires grapple check

Options in a grapple

free action:

Release opponent
ends the grapple
free action

draw light weapon


